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Resonant Nonlinear Dielectric Response in a Photonic Band Gap Material
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We study the dielectric response of impurity two-level atoms in a photonic band gap (PBG)
applied laser field. In this system, the atoms may exchange energy coherently by resonance
dipole interaction (RDDI) which is assumed to be strong compared to the spontaneous emissio
When the applied Rabi frequency exceeds the RDDI energy scale, nonlinear saturation of the abs
part of the susceptibility occurs while the real part of the nonlinear susceptibility remains large.
suggests that doped PBG materials may act as nearly lossless, but highly nonlinear dielectrics.

PACS numbers: 42.65.An, 32.70.Jz, 42.65.Vh
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Localization of light is an effect which has been pr
dicted [1] to occur in certain strongly scattering dielect
microstructures. It leads to novel strong coupling effe
between photons and atoms. The reduction in propa
tive pathways for photons in such dielectrics enhan
the likelihood of photon-photon interactions and no
linear effects. This is most graphically illustrated
periodic dielectric microstructures exhibiting a comple
photonic band gap (PBG) [2–4]. The PBG is a ran
of frequencies for which no propagating electromagne
modes are allowed for any direction in three-dimensio
space. It was suggested that this would be accompa
by the inhibition of spontaneous emission [5], strong
calization of light [6,7], and photon-atom bound states [
This bound state is the optical analog of an electron
impurity bound state in the gap of a semiconduct
Numerous applications of PBG materials have be
discussed in Refs. [2–10]. When an atomic transit
lies deep inside the gap, the spontaneous emissio
strongly suppressed, whereas coherent dipole-dip
interaction between identical atoms persists on a len
scale given by the localization length of the dielect
microstructure [8,11]. On length scales short compa
to the optical wavelength, the resonance dipole-dip
interaction (RDDI) is mediated by the exchange
high energy virtual photons between the atoms. T
leads to new coherent processes such as photon hop
conduction [10] and the formation of a quantum-optic
spin glass state [12].

In this Letter we describe the response of two-le
atoms placed within an imperfect PBG from an appli
laser field. This laser field couples to localized sta
within the gap. When the average interatomic spacin
less than an optical wavelength the dominant contribut
to RDDI comes from the traceless matrix interacti
between the dipole vectors on each atom. The abse
of ordinary, vacuum, spontaneous emission is manifes
the cutoff of the tranverse (propagating) part of the RD
on the scale of the localization length. We conside
simplified scalar model using two-level atoms in whi
the random atomic positions are modeled by means
Gaussian distribution of RDDI’s.
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Localized states appear within the PBG by means of
electric defects within the otherwise periodic microstru
ture. Alternatively, a small density of propagating stat
may occur within an incomplete PBG [13]. In either cas
spontaneous emission occurs selectively into such a P
cavity mode. Strong coupling occurs when the ene
scale of RDDI,J is large compared to both the rate o
atomic population decay1yT1 and the rate of dipole de
phasing1yT2. In addition,J is larger than the extent o
inhomogeneous broadening of the atomic line due to
random crystal field in the PBG microstructure. In th
case, novel nonlinear effects occur: When the Rabi in
action energy scalēhV of the applied laser field exceed
the RDDI energy scaleJ, the absorptive part of the di
electric susceptibility saturates, whereas the real par
the nonlinear response remains large. This suggests
the PBG system may act as nearly lossless, nonlinear
terial. As we show below, this is a direct consequence
a novel spin-glass-type polarization of the atomic dipo
by the external classical field. In addition, the spectru
of the glass-order parameter exhibits a nonlinear re
nant dip, analogous to the Lamb dip in inhomogeneou
broadened media. This resonant dip may be valuable
high resolution nonlinear spectroscopy of PBG materia

We study the response to an applied field ofN two-
level atoms placed with a PBG material with a pseudog
of localized states. This pseudogap consists of surfa
localized modes, localized defect modes in the interior
the photonic crystal, and, in certain cases [13], isola
propagating modes along specific symmetry directions
the periodic microstructure. The coherent part of t
model Hamiltonian can be written, in the interactio
picture, in the form (choosing units in which̄h  1)

H  2
d

2

NX
i

sz
i 2 V

NX
i

ssy
i 1 sid 1

NX
ifij

Jijs
y
i s2

j .

(1)

Here,s
y
i ands

2
i describe atomic excitation and deexcit

tion of theith atom, respectively;sz describes the atomic
inversion;V  mE is the resonant Rabi frequency whe
m is the atomic dipole moment andE is the amplitude
of the applied field;d  v 2 va is the detuning of laser
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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frequencyv from the atomic resonant fequencyva; and
Jij  Jji denotes the RDDI between atomsi andj. The
detailed, microscopic evaluation ofJij as a function of
atomic distancerij and atomic configurations may b
found in Ref. [14] for free space and Refs. [8,11] for
PBG. In a realistic description, the RDDI term in (
would be replaced by a traceless tensor interaction
atomic excitation transfer between two sets of triply d
generate atomic orbitals. We simulate this interaction
the simpler two-level atom system by the Gaussian r
dom scalar variableJij with zero mean value and varianc
J. In the case of nonzero mean valueJ0, the susceptibility
has been shown to display “blue” or “red” spectral sh
[15,16]. In this Letter, we focus only on the nonline
effects caused by fluctuations of RDDI’s in a PBG f
which J fi 0 andJ0 > 0.

In the semiclassical (mean field) approximation,
optical Bloch equations for the operator expectat
values are [17,18]

d
dt

ks2
j l  s21yT2 1 idd ks2

j l 2 isV 2 Fjd ksz
j l ,

(2a)

d
dt

ksz
j l  2sksz

j l 2 kszl0dyT1 1 2iVsksy
j l 2 ks2

j ld

2 2isksy
j lFj 2 ks2

j lFp
j d . (2b)

Here, Fj ;
P

isfijd Jjiks2
i l; T1 and T2 are the relaxation

times of kszl and ks2l, respectively; andkszl0 is the
atomic population inversion in the thermal equilibrium
We use the fact that in the optical domainkszl0 > 21
even at the room temperature. In general,T1 and T2

describe spontaneous emission into extraneous mod
well as nonradiative broadening. The collective effe
of the incoherent interaction are assumed to be sm
compared to RDDI’s and are simply ignored. Steady-s
solutions of (2) satisfy the conditions

w2
j 1 wj 1 4sT1yT2d jpjj

2  0 , (3a)

2Vwj 1 sd 1 iyT2dpj 1 wj

X
isfijd

Jjipi  0 . (3b)

Here, pj ; ks2
j ls, wj ; ksz

j ls are steady-state expect
tion values. It is clear from Eq. (3a) that the populati
difference wj is negative for all atoms and is not d
rectly driven by random fluctuations ofJij . On the other
hand, random fluctuations in RDDI drivephasechanges
in the atomic dipolespi. These phase fluctuations dom
nate the system behavior in the long time limit. W
have performed detailed numerical simulations of Eq.
for a small number of atoms which confirm this pictu
Below, we present a simple mean-field solution of
steady-state equation (3), compatible with the conclus
of our more general numerical studies.

Configuration averaging over the random atomic po
tions corresponds to performing a statistical average o
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the possible values ofJij using the Gaussian distribu
tion. It is denoted by the square bracketsf· · ·gc. Using
the mean-field approximationfksz

j l2gc > fksz
j lg2

c (verified
numerically), Eq. (3a) becomesw2 1 w 1 4sT1yT2dq 
0. Here,q ; s1yNd

PN
j fjpjj

2gc is the Edwards-Anderson
order parameter [19,20] andw ; s1yNd

PN
j fwjgc is the

average atomic population difference. Mean-field th
ory may also be applied to Eq. (3b) by replacingwj

by its average valuew. It is convenient to decompos
the symmetric matrixJij using the spectral representatio
[21] Jij 

PN
l Jlki j ll kl j jl. Here,Jl andkl j il are the

eigenvalues and orthonormal eigenvectors ofJij, respec-
tively. The polarization eigenmodepl ;

PN
j kl j jlpj is

then given bypl  Vwsd 1 iyT2 1 wJld21
P

jkl j jl.
In the limit of large N , the eigenvalue densityrsJld
obeys a semicircular law [22]:rsJld  s2p J̃2d21s4J̃2 2

J2
ld1y2, where J̃  J

p
N. Using the semicircular distri-

bution of the eigenvalueJl we can easily find average
atomic polarizationp  s1yNd

PN
j fpjgc  xV. Here,

x ; w
Z

d JlrsJld sd 1 iyT2 1 wJld21 (4)

is the susceptibility per atom [17]. The scaled sp
glass order parameterqV ; qyV2 is then given byqV 
2wT2x 00, where x 00 ; Imx. The atomic population
difference w is found than asw  Ix 00 2 1, where
I ; 4T1V2 is a scaled intensity parameter. Using t
semicircular eigenvalue density, the susceptibility (4) c
be expressed implicitly in the form

x  s1y2J̃2wd hd 1 iyT2 2 fsd 1 iyT2d2 2 4w2J̃2g1y2j .

(5)

In the weak coupling case ofJ̃ ø 1yT2, x andqV reduce
to

x  2sd 2 iyT2dyfd2 1 1yT2
2 1 4T1V2yT2g (6)

and qV  jx j2. Equation (6) is the conventional non
linear susceptibility for ordinary materials [17] an
exhibits conventional saturation in both the real a
imaginary parts. A second limiting case may be reca
tured for weak applied fieldI ø 1. Here,w > 21 and
x becomes independent ofV (linear susceptibilityxL):

xL  2s1y2J̃2d hsd 1 iyT2d 2 fsd 1 iyT2d2 2 4J̃2g1y2j .

(7)

In this linear regime, it is instructive to consider th
relative importance of glassy configurations which a
measured by the ratio of the ferroelectric to ferrogla
order parameters. At exact resonanced  0, jxj2yqV 
fs1 1 4J̃2T2

2 d1y2 2 1gy2J̃2T2
2 . Clearly jxj2yqV ø 1 for

J̃ ¿ 1yT2. That is, the glassy behavior of the atom
dipoles becomes dominant relative to any macrosco
ferroelectric response. As we will see shortly, the gla
order parameter and atomic polarization change dram
cally with nonzero detuning and increased intensity of t
2485
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applied field. This suggests that the quantum spin-gl
state may be created and controllably altered by mean
an external laser field. This also leads to nearly lossle
resonant nonlinearity at high fields.

In Fig. 1 we plot the realsx 0d (solid curve) and imagi-
nary sx 00d (dashed curve) parts of thelinear susceptibility
and associated the glass-order parameterqV (dotted
curve) as a function ofd  v 2 va for the case of
J̃ ¿ 1yT2. As a result of photon hopping conduction
the excited levels of the impurity atoms broaden in
a photonic impurity band [10]. The imaginary part o
the linear susceptibility describes the density of states
this impurity band. Outside the impurity bandjdj . 2J̃,
the index of refractionsx 0d1y2 remains large while the
absorption coefficientsx 00d becomes negligible. Importan
applications of a linear, transparent, high-index optic
material have been suggested in Ref. [23]. In contras
Ref. [23], the absorptionless index of refraction is pres
over a large frequency interval. A second feature of
linear susceptibility is that, near resonance, the gla
order parameter is much larger than atomic polarizat
while far from resonance they are of the same ord
We emphasize that in the PBG the linear absorption
the frequency intervaljdj # 2J̃ (dashed curve in Fig. 1)
is the result of collectively enhanced photon hoppi
conduction between impurity atoms rather than sin
atom relaxation. This kind of absorption within th
photonic impurity band, as we now show, can be grea
suppressed by a strong applied field.

For J̃ ¿ 1yT2, and in the frequency interval1yT2 ø

jdj # 2J̃, 1yT2 in Eq. (5) can be ignored. The atomi
population difference is then found for the case of stro
applied field asw > 2jdjy2J̃. It yieldsx 0 > 2sgnsddyJ̃
and x 00 > s1 2 jdjy2J̃dyI. Clearly, in the frequency
interval jdj # 2J̃, x 00 is strongly suppresseds,1yId

FIG. 1. Real (x 0, solid curve) and imaginary (x 00, dashed
curve) parts of the linear susceptibilityxL, associated glass
order parameterq

1y2
V (dotted curve) (in units ofJ̃  1)

and atomic population differencew (dash-dotted curve) as a
function of detuningsv 2 vadyJ̃ and for1yJ̃T2  1024.
2486
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as intensity of the applied field increases, whereasx 0

remains large.
In Fig. 2 we plot the nonlinear susceptibility an

the glass-order parameter numerically evaluated fr
Eq. (5) for the case of̃J ¿ 1yT2. The strong nonlinear
suppression of absorption accompanied by large
refractive is particularly evident in Fig. 2(b) whereT2 ¿
IyJ̃ ¿ 1. Such a photonic material may have importa
applications in high-refractive nonlinear devices. It m
lead to nonlinear transparency in the form of gap soli
propagation. On the other hand, when dipole dephas
and nonradiative relaxation rates exceed the rate of RD
hopping conduction both the real and imaginary pa
of nonlinear susceptibility exhibit conventional pow
broadening with increasing intensity of the applied fie
In ordinary vacuum, where rapid spontaneous emiss
also occurs,T1 and T2 are many orders of magnitud
smaller than in a PBG. This leads to the requiremen
high atomic density and very strong applied fieldV for
realization of the conditionI  4T1V2 ¿ J̃ ¿ 1yT2 to
see the nonlinear effects described in Fig. 2.

FIG. 2. Real (x 0, solid curves) and imaginary (x 00, dashed
curves) parts of the nonlinear susceptibilityx, glass-order
parameterq

1y2
V (dotted curves) (in units of̃J  1) and atomic

population differencew (dash-dotted curves) as a function
detuningsv 2 vadyJ̃ for 1yJ̃T2  1024 and for (a)IyJ̃  1
and (b)IyJ̃  20.
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FIG. 3. The same as in Fig. 2 but for1yJ̃T2  0.2 and
IyJ̃  2.

Unlike the atomic susceptibility, the glass-order pa
meter displays a resonant dip (dotted curves in Fig.
This resonant dip is evident even whenJ̃ is not much
larger than1yT2 (Fig. 3) suggesting that this hole-burnin
effect can be easily seen in a broad range of P
materials. The resonant dip appears only in the n
linear regime and it is associated with saturated absorp
to the dressed states with largest probability in
distribution rsJld. Unlike Stark or Doppler broadene
media [24], the resonance dip does not appear in
spectrum of atomic population difference (dash-dot
curve). The glass-order parameter can be related
the long time dynamics of the first-order autocorrelati
function of the local atomic dipole moment [19]. This
turn can be measured via the electric field autocorrela
function of resonance fluorescence. Spectral hole burn
and the Lamb dip have played an important role
nonlinear laser spectroscopy of inhomogeneous me
[24]. Hole burning in the glass order parameter field m
play an analogous role in PBG materials.

In conclusion, our study of the nonlinear suceptibil
of impurity two-level atoms in a PBG has shown that th
system exhibits high linear and nonlinear index of refra
tion accompanied by negligible absorption. For a bro
range of parameters, the glassy behavior of the ato
system is dominant. This suggests a practical way
creating and controlling quantum optical spin-gla
behavior by a classical applied field. Resonant, lossl
nonlinearity associated with the glass state may lead
low-threshold nonlinear wave propagation and se
induced transparency in a PBG material. A detai
study of the full Maxwell-Bloch equations describin
the coupling of the atomic impurity band to propagatin
band-edge electromagnetic waves will be presen
elsewhere.
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